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Abstract— Data mining techniques and processes helps the 

organization to analyze the growth and helps to plan for 

future. There are many area where the data analyst can apply 

the specific techniques and algorithm to analyze the data from 

raw data. Today every organization need to analyze their data. 

Not only the private organization also a government 

organization need to analyze their data. The data mining area 

is not limited only for any business organization there are 

many others area like medical, weather forecasting and many 

more where data mining techniques are important. Data 

mining and analysis is very important part on an organization.  

But there is also need to focus on security and the privacy 

while mining the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the process of generating an interesting 

knowledge and organization related information from the raw 

data set stored in databases, data warehouse or in any other 

information repository. There are a lot data is generated every 

day. No one can assume the exact amount of data stored 

electronically worldwide via some medium like. The social 

media generated the 100 TB's of data  in one day. The 

different types of data generated daily and the size is also in 

huge amount, and need to tuned immediately that data into an 

useful information and knowledge. The knowledge and tuned 

information are broadly used by applications like market 

analysis, decision support system, weather forecasting 

analysis, business analysis, sales analysis and many more. 

The data mining processes and techniques is also 

known as knowledge discovery from database[3]. By some of 

the researcher the data mining technique is also known as step 

to knowledge discovery from database[3]. The process 

involves in knowledge discovery are data cleaning, data 

integration, selection, transformation, data mining, pattern 

evaluation  and at last the knowledge presentation via some 

form of graphical user interface to the analyst. 

A. Phases of Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery:  

Before performing the mining and analysis to the raw data 

there is need to perform certain operations on data. These step 

are helpful to smoothly mine data and these steps are involve 

for every mining process.  The sequence of step are data 

selection,  pre-processing, data transformation, data mining, 

pattern evaluation and knowledge discovery[2] 

Data Selection: the data selection process is the first 

steps of data mining process. data can be selected from data 

warehouse or from any others resources. The data can be a 

business data, medical data, spatial, multimedia data and 

many more. 

Data Pre-Processing: In pre-processing techniques 

of data, the following task are performed in this phase 

1) Data Cleaning: In data cleaning process the noisy data 

are removed, also performing the outlier detectors 

detection. 

2) Collection the necessary information from raw data. 

3) Prepare the strategies to filling up missing or handling 

missing values. 

Data Transformation: In this phase the raw are 

transformed in to the understandable format, because the data 

gathered from warehouse or any others sources are generally 

incomplete, inconsistent and also not suitable for mining. 

Also the size of data are reduced after transforming. Using 

dimensionality transformation methods to reduce the 

effective number of variables under consideration or to find 

invariant representations for the data are done in this phase. 

Data Mining: After getting the transformed and 

clean data, data mining processing start to mine the data. In 

this phase the analyst decide goal of the knowledge 

discovery(KDD) process is summarization, classification, 

regression, clustering or any other techniques[2]. Generally 

the mining process are categorized in two part. Predictive and 

descriptive data mining process. After selecting the technique 

to mine the data the next step is as follows: 

1) Selected the proper and right algorithm for searching and 

generating the pattern from the transformed data. 

2) Selecting the right parameters for appropriate data 

mining. 

3) Select the particular methods for mining the data for 

KDD process. 

Pattern Evaluation: In this phase the pattern are 

evaluated to generate the KDD or visualization for mined 

data. It is intermediated process between the data mining and 

KDD process. 

Knowledge Discovery: Knowledge discovery is the 

last steps of complete data mining process. In this phase the 

visualization process are involves. The visualization 

representation of information are generated for analyst or for 

user. the visualization may be in tabular from or may be in 

graph form. based on the requirements and the data.    

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The data mining process of extracting the useful information 

from the raw data based on the organization needs. There are 

many techniques and tools are proposed also there are many 

researches are published. Every new research comes with 

new methods and process which is better in some area or 

some point of view. Some related research are described here. 

The authors proposed a techniques to partitioning 

clustering algorithms for detecting outliers in data streams[4]. 

The outlier detection process supports the clustering 

techniques which proved a surprised result to data miner. 

BIRCH and CURE K-Means clustering are used to finding 

the outliers for the data stream and for comparison. The result 
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of this research in to CURE with K-Means clustering is 

perform better than the BIRCH with the K-Means. He 

described the tabular and graphical representation of the 

result to compare.  

There are different types of data mining techniques 

and tools are given, to mine and analyze the data[5]. Defines 

the way of KDD process to generate the meaningful 

information from the raw data. In cluster many number of 

cluster and pattern can be generated, using some techniques 

like k-means clustering algorithm. Also there are many 

number of data mining task are given to analyze the data like 

Exploratory Data Analysis, Descriptive Modeling, Predictive 

Modeling etc. There are many areas where the data mining 

techniques can be applied like health-care, market analysis.  

The authors Internet of Things(IoT) data mining 

based on the partitioning. Internet of things is new arising 

techniques to mine the world wide data[1]. IoT offers 

inconsequential practical benefits without the ability to 

integrate, fuse, and glean useful information from such 

massive amounts of data, means provide an efficiency and 

scalability. data fusion also known as combination, is an 

important tools for the manipulating and administration of 

this data, in order to improvement of processing, and for 

getting the effectiveness goal and provide advanced 

intelligence. The data fusion is one of the most popular 

research tools for the IoT is integration and inter-

operatorability for the heterogeneous data source. 

III. TECHNIQUES 

There are many techniques also called the data mining task, 

are available, and applied based on the types of the data. The 

data mining tasks are categorized as predictive data mining 

and descriptive data mining.  

Predictive Data Mining: In predictive data mining 

techniques there generates some information related to future 

values or some unknown information based on parameter.  

Descriptive Data Mining: As name, in descriptive 

analysis perform the mining process for generating the 

summarized or described information from the raw data set. 

Descriptive mining doesn't perform for future prediction or 

finding unknown information.  

There are different types of mining techniques 

which helps the analyst to perform the mining based on the 

raw data and based on requirement.  

Association and Association  Rule Mining: 

Association is finding the relation among the set of items. 

This procedure refers to the way toward revealing the 

relationship among data and deciding association rules. The 

association analysis are generally used in transactional data 

analysis for marketing, sales analysis, e-commerce  site to 

increase the sales. 

Frequent Pattern Set: The Frequent set are the data 

are values that are more frequently occurs in transactions. 

Frequent pattern set is same as the association rule mining. 

For example buying a memory card with purchasing the smart 

phone, this is known as frequent subsequence.       

Classification: Classification is a finding or 

constructing a model based on set of training data set and the 

features or types of data for each class or a group. Its goal is 

to obtain an derived model or set that depicts and recognizes 

data classes or concepts. The purpose is to be able to use this 

model to predict the class of objects whose class label is 

unknown or undefined.  

Prediction: Prediction help to find the missing or 

unavailable values from the data rather than class. This 

mining functions helps to fix the some possible values of 

missing data. It involves to finding the set of attributes 

relevant to the data or data values and predict the values or 

attributes based on the taken data set for mining similar to the 

object.  

Clustering: Clustering is similar to the classification. 

In clustering the data or data set are grouped into a cluster 

based on common behaviors, the class label are unknown in 

clustering  it is depend on the clustering algorithm to discover 

the acceptance class for clustering. In clustering the similarity 

can be majored by distance factor or function.  

IV. IMPORTANCE OF DATA MINING 

There are huge amount of data stored electronically, which 

cannot be determined, but it can be mined via data mining 

techniques and methodologies. Every organization apply 

some processes and algorithms to mine the data to plan for 

market strategy and for growth of the business. The data 

mining process not limited only to a particular organization, 

it can be also applies in many other areas, like medical, 

weather forecasting, spatial data and many more. The medical 

data mining helps to predict the disease based on sample. the 

weather forecast data analysis is used for predicting the 

weather report. To mine and analyze the different types of 

data, there are many different types of mining techniques are 

implemented.  

So the data mining techniques and task are very 

important, and it is not limited to a particular organization. Its 

usage is very broad, and also the uncountable researches are 

already done in the field of data mining. Some of them are 

very important, and some of them acts as the part of the 

mining process.      

V. RELATED ISSUES 

Although there are many tools and techniques are available 

for data mining and analysis but it has some issues related to 

this. The researched or analyst can select the techniques based 

on their data for better mining and analyzing the data. The 

related issues are as follows: 

Selection of Data and methodologies: The most 

challenging part for mining the data is to selecting the right 

methodologies and algorithm based on the selected data. The 

selection of tools is also depend on the size and the 

complexity of the data. If size of data is huge then the 

traditional mining technique is not suitable to mine. So the 

concept Big Data mining is used when the size of data is very 

large[6].    

Security and Privacy:    Security and privacy are 

major issues while mining the social data. When collecting 

the data from social media of person, then their all 

information like their behaviors, personal data, their sensitive  

private information are gathers by company to analyze. So 

there may chance to open and disclose that data by others.    

User Interface: To design a good and attractive user 

interface is very tedious task. The discovers knowledge is 

more interesting and useful when it is easily understandable 

by the users. Good data visualization tools, helps in better 
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understandable and also very easy to finds their needs. If the 

size of data is little then it is easy to create the good 

visualization for users but if the data mining is like a big data 

mining then it becomes very tedious task. 

Performance Issues: The traditional data mining 

techniques and methodologies are not designed for mining 

the large amount of data set that we deal with today. The 

terabytes are common size in today's data mining. This raises 

the issues with efficiency and throughput of data mining 

methods while mining the large amount of dataset. The big 

data mining technology helps to mine this type of dataset.        

There are some others issues are also in data mining 

like choosing the correct methodology, Issues with data 

source, mining techniques and tools. But the above three are 

most important issues in data mining.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

As stated that there are number of tools and techniques are 

available to mine the data, depends on the types of data.  The 

data mining process is very important to generate the some 

useful data from the raw dataset. When the organization 

analyze the data, they faces some issues like privacy of data, 

and the security in data. Also the issues comes with the 

organization if the size is very large, then it is not processed 

by the traditional techniques. So the ultimate aim of data 

mining is to planning the strategy and predict for some 

decision based on mined data.   
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